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PRESIDENT’S LETTER
Currently, network of H9 includes Doha,
Dubai, Dammam and Kuala Lumpur with
Abu Dhabi being added as a new destination.
Commercial and cultural links between the
UAE and Nepal are flourishing and Himalaya
is honored to play a pivotal role in facilitating
and enhancing the growth of trade and
tourism between the two countries. This has
strengthened Himalaya Airline’s connectivity
especially with Middle East countries.
We are continuously researching and studying
the market to increase our route frequencies
and destinations based on passenger demand.
We always yearn to offer the best of our services
to our passengers. As the name ‘Himalaya’
symbolizes high mountains of Nepal, dedicated
in service to uplift the name of the nation,
Himalaya Airlines aspires to rise up in its name
to international standards. With the aim to excel
in safety, on time performance (OTP) and most
primarily, in service to its customers, H9 has
already established itself in Nepal with high
recognition.

Dear Guest,
Welcome aboard!
We are happy to present you with the summer
issue of Danfe–our inflight magazine. Through
this issue, we bring forward you the mixture
of culture, lifestyle, travel gadgets, holiday
destinations: from Taste of Dubai to Token from
the Himalayas, Exercising tips to foods apps,
Sandy Beaches to travel techs, you have it all!

We thank you for choosing to fly with Himalaya
Airlines and all our frequent passengers for their
trust and loyalty. We are obliged to serve you as
our distinguished guest on all our flights and hope
to welcome you back onboard very soon.
Following the genuine Nepalese tradition of
“Atithi Devo Bhava” – Guest is God, H9 strives to
provide true Nepali Hospitality to our esteemed
guests. Discover the gorgeous landscape where
welcoming locals will make you feel at home.
I hope you would enjoy reading this issue.
Himalaya Airlines family wishes you a very
Happy Nepali New Year & Eid-ul-Fitr!
With best wishes,				

ZHOU ENYONG
PRESIDENT
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Rooted strongly in Emirati cuisine the
food scene in Dubai is truly cosmopolitan
that includes influences of neighbouring
Oman, Saudi Arabia, Levantine, besides
drawing influences from the many
international communities that now call
Dubai home.
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CHANDRAGIRI ADDING NEW DIMENSIONS TO TRAVEL

As much as tourism and travel has been an integral part of this country
recent years has seen renewed enthusiasm among Nepalis to travel this
beautiful nation of ours. A surefire means of escaping the hectic city life,
internal tourism has definitely seen a huge boost in numbers.

Satiating hunger isn’t now restricted to
what was once termed as restauranthunting. Me and my friends – we literally
did that - met up, chose a location, and
tried our luck with entering the doors of
an establishment that looked promising.
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“What are we to do?”, cried King Bar-Deva.
“It has been 12 years. 12 years since my
people saw the heavens bestow upon us
the gift of life.
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EXERCISE WITHOUT EXERCISE

Some people love the gym. Maybe it’s
the feel you get lifting weights, the fancy
equipment, the camaraderie, or the
motivation that comes from not wanting
to be the skinny guy in the group
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COVER STORY
SURREAL NEPAL

Imagine walking down the Newar town of Panauti on an early winter
morning. As the first ray of the sun pierce the cloud of cold, wintry fog
you can hear a bell ringing in a temple nearby. The chiya pasals where
they sell a hot cup of tea and the traditional breakfast of jeri swari or
selroti-tarkari, and the vegetable vendors slowly open their shutters, and
people gather around the community squares with newspapers for a
morning chat.
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THE MAJESTY OF AMA DABLAM

Photographed By : Dibesh Manandhar
Cover Caption: Ama Dablam translates to “Mother’s Necklace”, the
long ridges of each side are as of a mother(Ama) protecting her
child, and the hanging glacier thought of as the dablam. It is also
known as the “Matterhorn of the Himalayas”, becuase of its soaring
ridges and steep faces.
Danfe magazine is published four times a year. The publisher reserves all rights
in respect to all articles, illustrations, photography, etc. published in Danfe
Magazine. The views/ideas expressed here in are those of the author’s and
are not necessarily those of the publisher’s. While every precaution is taken,
no responsibility is assumed for the return of the unsolicited material. The
contents of this publication may not be reproduced in any form without the
prior consent of the publisher.
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SOUVENIR
THE TOKEN FROM HIMALAYA

Beyond the unique handcrafted Nepali products
that have enchanted travelers for decades,
souvenirs from Nepal are broadening in scope
and category.
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REFRESHMENT REGULAR
HOROSCOPE TRAITS

Have you ever wished you could know more about
the person on the other end, without asking their
entire history. All you need to know is their date of
birth and you may can unlock the secrets of their
traits.

MAY 18

BUDDHA JAYANTI

Buddha Jayanti is a special
day for both Hindus and
Buddhists in Nepal. On this
day people celebrate the life
of Lord Buddha; his Birth,
Enlightenment,
and Mahaparinirvana (Death).

APR 13

SETO MATSYENDRANATH CHARIOT FESTIVAL

Celebrated during Chaitya Dashain, the chariot festival of Seto
Matysendranath is a homage to the deity natively known as Jan Baha
Dyo. The Chariot Festival is celebrated for three days during which the
deity is placed in a Shikhara chariot and pulled by revellers around the
old routes of the city of Kathmandu.

Buddhists from walks of
life alongside pilgrims from
abroad, honor the Buddha
at the two great stupas
– Swyambhunath and
Boudhanath. Activities at
the main Buddhist stupas
and shrines begin at dawn
and continue till late in the
evening.

JUN 4
EID

APR 14

BISKET JATRA

Bisket Jatra, Bhaktapur’s week-long festival marks the ancient solar
Nava Barsha (New Year) and is the only festival that does not follow
the lunar-based Nepali calendar. The jatra commences after a special
Tantric ritual in the Bhairab temple at Taumadhi Tole in Bhaktapur.
Lord Bhairav and Goddess Bhadrakali are then placed in their
respective chariots (locally known as Rathas) and pulled through
crowds of cheering onlookers.

The holiday celebrates the
conclusion of the 29 or 30 days
of dawn-to-sunset fasting
during the entire month of
Ramadan. The day of Eid,
therefore, falls on the first day
of the month of Shawwal. The
date for the start of any lunar
Hijri month varies based
on when the new moon is
sighted by local religious
authorities, so the exact day of
celebration varies by region or
locality.

ABOUT DANFE
Inspired from the Himalayan Munal, ‘Danfe’ is the Inflight magazine of
Himalaya Airlines. Danfe is a quarterly publication which strives to be
a guide for all its readers-to and from the Himalayan nation. It covers
the genres of travel, lifestyle, culture of not just Nepal but also of H9
destinations.
Through its stories and photographs it emphasizes the people, their culture
and the places that make the country special. The pages of Danfe take
you on a journey into the corners of Nepal and other parts of the world. It
connects you to the different colors of lifestyle, covering a broad range of
issues from culture, tradition, society to health, education & entertainment
along with the numerous tips navigating through the places.
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Dubai Eats
TEXT BY SAMPANNA SHRESTHA
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FOOD OUTBOUND

Rooted strongly in Emirati cuisine the food scene in Dubai is truly cosmopolitan that
includes influences of neighbouring Oman, Saudi Arabia, Levantine, besides drawing
influences from the many international communities that now call Dubai home.
Emirati cuisine mostly draws its
roots from the Gulf region. The city
of Dubai in the United Arab Emirates
(UAE) follows this type of cuisine
faithfully. Despite becoming a
shining beacon of multiculturism in
the modern world, Dubai still retains
its traditional roots when it comes to
food and cuisine.

There are many types of Machboos
as the dish differs in each region of
the gulf. The ingredients used are
long grain rice such as Basmati,
meat of chicken, goat, lamb, fish,
and a variety of spices that generally
include black pepper, cloves,
cardamom, saffron, cinnamon, black
lime, bay leaves, nutmeg, etc.

Eid by the wealthy. However, later it
became customary for the dish to be
shared among the less fortunate on
such occasions.

The traditional food in the UAE
contains a lot of meat, grains and
dairy products. Most food also utilize
vegetables such as cucumbers and
tomatoes as well as dried lemons
called ‘loomi’. Majority of dishes
are cooked in a single utensil and
tend to have preparation methods
similar to stews with generous use
of spices such as cinnamon, saffron,
and turmeric. The Gulf region has
always had an influx of travel and
trade with regions both near and far,
hence their cuisine differs slightly in
terms of the use of ingredients to the
preparation methods, according to
regions.

This dish is commonly considered
as a national dish of the Gulf region
and is eaten by a majority of the
population.

Man’ousheh is a popular flatbread
originating from the country of
Lebanon that has been adopted
into the Emirati cuisine. It is also
known as Manakeesh. It consists of
a dough topped with ground meat,
cheese or thyme. Man’ousheh is
also interpreted as a pizza-type dish
in the Gulf region. It’s name comes
from the Arabic word ‘manqushah’
which means ‘to sculpt’ or ‘carve
out’.

AL MACHBOOS

Popularly known as Kabsah, the
Al Machboos is an extremely well
known dish in the Gulf countries
whose origins can be traced the
country of Yemen. It is made with
rice and meat which is accompanied
by a variety of spices that enhance
the overall flavor of the dish.
Traditionally, barbequed meat is
served along with rice. Alternatively,
it is also prepared by mixing all the
ingredients into one pot.

HAREES

Harees is a popular dish in the
Arab nations during the month of
Ramadan. Its name is derived from
the Arabic word ‘Harsa’ which
means to ‘mash’ or ‘squash’. The
dish is prepared by grinding wheat
and mixing it with meat and which
results in it having a consistency
similar to that of porridge. It’s
preparation differs in each country.
Generally, it is prepared by soaking
the wheat overnight, and then it
is simmered in water along with
meat, butter or animal fat. After it
is cooked, the remaining liquid is
drained and the mixture is beaten
until its consistency resembles that
of porridge. It is then seasoned and
garnished with cinnamon, sugar,
and clarified butter.
Harees is well documented in some
10th and 13th century cookbooks
and traditionally it was made only
during the festivals of Ramadan and

The Harees was previously made
only in homes but these days its
easily available dish in restaurants.
MAN’OUSHEH

Traditionally, the dough is rolled flat
and pressed with one’s fingertips
to create small pockets for toppings
to lie in and then it is baked in a
communal oven. Most people eat
Man’ousheh for breakfast or lunch
and it can be served sliced or folded
accompanied with mint tea and feta
cheese. Some of the classic toppings
used in it are ground thyme, cheese,
chili, spinach, and any choice of
meat.
The dish is quite popular in the
Eastern Mediterranean region from
where it originated.
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LEISURE EXPLORE

CHANDRAGIRI

ADDING NEW DIMENSIONS
TO TRAVEL
TEXT BY SIRIS MAHARJAN

As much as tourism and travel has been an integral
part of this country recent years has seen renewed
enthusiasm among Nepalis to travel this beautiful nation
of ours. A surefire means of escaping the hectic city
life, internal tourism has definitely seen a huge boost
in numbers. More and more Nepalis are traveling the
country and have taken to social media to promote their
journeys. With Visit Nepal 2020 around the corner,
government interest in developing infrastructure and
accompanying resources has been a much needed shot
in the arm for the sector. Political stability has lent a firm
hand in boosting public faith in taking up traveling more
often than before.
One of the many new destinations that have become
popular in the last few years is the beautiful and serene
Chandragiri Hills. Already ranked in the Top 5 Things
to do in Kathmandu by Trip Advisor, the destination is
a social media favorite. Besides the enchanting cable
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THE NEW
BOUTIQUE RESORT
AT CHANDRAGIRI

The new boutique
resort that is to be
opened at Chandragiri
will provide visitors the
opportunity to enjoy an
extended stay at the hill
station and experience
the newer attractions
as well as the already
prominent view of the
mountain ranges from
Machhapuchhre all the
way to Ganesh Himal
from the View Tower.

car ride, that is a mustdo at Chandragiri, the
wide array of hospitality
services and comfortable
options of stay make
this a well-rounded
family destination that
is a comfortable driving
distance from Kathmandu.
Already established as a
popular weekend getaway,
Chandragiri receives a
steady flow of visitors. The
changing weather patterns
came as a boon to the Hills
where snowfall saw a
record number of vistors
clamoring to get to the

spot and hundreds of social media
posts adding to the popularity of the
destination. Visitors swore by the
magnificence of the snow-covered
hills and the views were simply
breath-taking to say the least from
the View Tower. With a rare chance
to play in the snow, the lucky visitors
had a memorable experience this
winter.
However, there is more to do than
looking around excitedly from
the cable cars, and enjoying a nice
picnic with the family. The closest
tourist destination to Chandragiri
is Chitlang, which also is proudly
establishing itself as a must visit.
With some clever planning and
hopefully an extended weekend
under your belt, it would truly be
worth to visit Chitlang that’s a serene
haven and also an increasingly
popular destination for made-inNepal cheese. Also, the homestays
are an absolutely amazing way of

interacting with locals and soaking
up culture and traditions.
The upcoming attractions at
Chandragiri promise to provide
even more allures than what already
exists. With newer attractions like
a soon-opening 100-room boutique
resort a lot more is going to be added
in terms of stay options. Along
with the boutique hotel, plans for
paragliding, zip lining as well as an
amusement park are also underway.
Not just this - speaking of Chitlang,
there are also plans to open a new
trail road to Chitlang as well as to the
neighboring hill to give the visitors a
chance to go for peaceful walks and
make their way in and out of not one
but two popular tourist destinations.
The addition of the resort adds
a new dimension to exploring
nature, as well as enjoying good
accommodation and delicious treats.
The walking trail also increases a

more physically benefitting and
exhilarating option for nature lovers.
The new additions add vibrancy
to the tourism scene, while the
inclusion of paragliding and zip
lining will be a must for adventurists
and thrill seekers, making the
famous destination a unique all-inone experience.
There is so much more to
Chandragiri than just the hills and
the prominent services. It is best
understood by going there yourself.
Chandragiri is an ideal location to
step away from the hectic pace of
city life and one destination you
can easily cross off your list of all
the places to see in Nepal. Give the
time to yourself, and your family
& friends for a chance to mingle
together and relax with maybe a
one day or even an overnight visit
to Chandragiri Hills. If you haven’t
gone already, I suggest you do so
and soon!

UTILITY

HUNGRY
ON THE GO
The food delivery industry is shaking up how we eat
TEXT BY SHOBHAN SHRESTHA, ILLUSTRATION BY PRASHANT RAJ DAHAL

Satiating hunger isn’t now restricted to what was once termed as restaurant-hunting. Me and my friends – we
literally did that - met up, chose a location, and tried our luck with entering the doors of an establishment that
looked promising. Fast forward to the now-ubiquitous smartphones and you have deliver-to-your-doorstep
applications. Search for your favorite restaurant, select the food you want to order, pay – online or cash-ondelivery, and your food comes where you want it. Worldwide this sector is seeing the fiercest competition where
tech companies are battling it out with ride-sharing applications – everybody wants a piece of this burgeoning
food-delivery pie. Our city has also seen some promising startups that are bringing restaurants to our doorsteps.

BHOJ

FOODMANDU

BHOK LAGYO

The new version of the Foodmandu App
is visually pleasing and easy to use. The
eateries are categorized based on food
items like bakeries, cafes, and restaurants.
In addition, it is also possible to bookmark
your favorite food of all time for easy
access. The location tracking service
provided by the app helps you choose
a suitable restaurant. Another useful
feature in the app allows you to save
multiple delivery addresses so that
you can choose any one of them
depending on your location at the
time you place the order.

BHOJ (Previously Bhojdeals) is a one-stop
mobile app for foodies in Nepal where one
can search for their favorite restaurants and
get food delivered. You can also choose
restaurants within zones to get food
delivered within minutes. Plus, no minimum
order is required. You can get awesome
deals when you dine in at the restaurants
mentioned. Furthermore, you can also read,
explore and post restaurant reviews. You
can even get updated status of your orders
through notifications. In addition, another
interesting feature with this app is you get
credits to your Bhoj Wallet whenever you
make a successful order or when you refer
‘BhojCode’ to your friends, thus allowing
them to get discounts when they order and
you getting more credits in your Bhoj Wallet.

Bhok Lagyo is a unique business venture
delivering food and satisfying your late-night
cravings. The company’s unique selling
point is delivering food from 11pm to 4am,
the first-of-its-kind in the country. Founded
in 2017, Bhok Lagyo can be considered as a
restaurant of its kind that prepares
food items but doesn’t serve it at its
own facility. Another striking component
of Bhok Lagyo is the state-of-art kitchen
infrastructure where food items can be
prepared quickly even though limited
options are available. The customers
who order food from Bhok Lagyo
are mainly youth, and in this short
period of time, they have already
garnered quite a reputation.
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Foodmandu is a famous online ordering
app for food in Kathmandu since 2010.
This trending food app helps you order
food from over 130 restaurants inside
Kathmandu valley, serving multi-cuisine
delicacies from authentic Nepali and
Indian to Chinese and Continental.
Delivered in a special thermal bag, the
food typically arrives at your doorstep
within 45 minutes from the time the order
is placed.

FYMO

FYMO is a foodie networking platform that
helps you compare restaurant choices by
ratings, distance, cuisines and popularity
levels. Although the interface is quite like
Facebook’s newsfeed, you can browse
menus and photos of the food on offer, get
amazing deals as well as look at reviews
and ratings from avid diners just like you.
There is an explore button on the bottom
menu bar that allows you to search and
type in the name of the restaurant. The
search results are based on your nearest
location by default. However, you can
always toggle between the search filters
to get other locations. The unique feature
of this app is the availability of its own
currency called Fymo Coin. The value of
one Fymo Coin equals NRS. 100. Fymo
Coin is the in-app currency you can
collect by eating at restaurants
that have special deals listed on
the app. Collect as many Fymo
Coins as you can to redeem
these on deals while eating at
selective restaurants on offer.
If reading all this has got
you salivating for more, you
know what to do! Bon
Apetit!

C U LT U R E & P E O P L E

THE FESTIVAL OF THE
LORD OF COMPASSION
TEXT BY SHREYASHKA VIKRAM RAJ MAHARJAN

“What are we to do?”, cried King Bar-Deva. “It has been
12 years. 12 years since my people saw the heavens
bestow upon us the gift of life. The fields are barren,
cracked as the skin of the dead, the sal’s (pine trees)
are falling in numbers. What is the remedy? Name the
purana and I will have it recited a million folds. What
puja needs to be performed? I can’t see my people suffer
anymore.” In silence was the King’s court contemplated,
none of his finest were able to find a way to relieve the
kingdom from the drought.
The King then left his court in secret, disguised as a
commoner to listen to his people. He eavesdropped upon
the elders to know his people’s pain and if the elders had
a way out of this. One night, the King went to Triratna
Bihar where an Acharya named Bandhudatta lived.
The King eavesdropped upon the conversation he was
having with his wife. The wife asked, “Acharya, what
is causing this great drought? Is there no remedy?” to
which the Acharya replied, “The only one who is able to
put a stop to this is Aryavalokiteswara, who resides in
the Kapotal mountain; and he can be brought only by
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THE CARRIERS OF
KARUNAMAYA

The kalas, in which
Aryavalokiteswara
resided, was carried
by four Bhairava,
Hayagriva, Harisiddhi,
Lutabaha, and Tyanga.
They entered the
valley through Kotwal
Dwar where the valley
had been drained by
Boddhistva Manjusri,
where upon the back
of Karkotak Nag they
crossed the rivers.

the prayers of the ruler of
the country. Now the Raja
is young and foolish, and
the old man his father,
Narendra-Deva is living in
a lonely Bihar because he
and his son do not agree.”
“There was still hope, not
all was lost.” The King
went back to his palace,
and the next morning he
went to visit his father
at Ak-Bahal in Bhatgaon.
King Bar-Deva must have
hesitated for some time,
for he was to meet his
father who left the riches
of the Kingdom for a life of
meditation and harmony.
He sat with him and told
everything he had heard
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C U LT U R E & P E O P L E

The rath (chariot) is a marvel
of architecture symbolizing
the elements of how
Aryavalokiteswara was brought
into the valley of Nepal.
at Triratna Bihar. “We must act now. I may be a King by
the crown but you are my father. This is your Kingdom,
if not for me then for the people you must.”
The Acharya was summoned to the palace. He was
asked to relieve the distress upon the Kingdom for which
the Acharya promised he do everything in his power.
But, he would not be successful without his Yajamana
(King) for which Narendra-Deva left with the Acharya.
The Acharya instructed King Bara-Deva to take a large
supply of offerings and halt at a spot south of Patan
where they will find a Dolana Tree. Here they were to
perform great ceremonies and offerings, starting with
one thousand and then up to ten million.
As the Acharya foresaw the journey ahead, only
one element remained, for which he performed a
purascharana (prayer) reciting the mantra one crore
times. The winds must have howled and the sun
beamed away from trees as Jogambara-Gyana-Dakini
appeared. The goddess pleased promised to offer her
assistance. The Acharya then ascended the hillock
upon which Gorakh-Natha was in devout meditation
and was performing Nag-sadhana (bringing the Nags
under his control). He freed Karkotak Nag from his
grasp. And thus they began the journey to bring home
the Aryavalokiteswara- Matsyendranatha, in the native
dialect called Karunamaya - the Lord of Compassion.
Encountering many frights placed along the way - bad
terrain and high rivers - the Acharya took assistance
from Karkotak Nag riding on its back to overcome the
mighty rivers. When they reached Kapotal mountains
the Acharya performed purascharana to invoke
Aryavalokiteswara. They then came to know that
Aryavalokiteswara resided in the home of a Yakshini
(Demon Queen) who was known as Gyana-Dakini. The
Acharya recited mantras to summon Aryavalokiteswara,
but just as he was about to go to Bandhudatta, his
mother prevented him. Aryavalokiteswara thus
transformed himself into a large black bee and entered
into the kalas. As the party was about to leave, GyanaDakini, with numerous gods, yakshas, and devils,
attacked Bandhudatta who called upon the gods of Nepal
for assistance. The Queen thus gave into the gods of
Nepal and let the party leave for the valley of Nepal.

Thereafter plentiful rain fell in Nepal, as they moved
towards the valley center. At a certain spot Harisiddhi
Bhairava in the shape of a dog barked and said, “Bu”
which the Acharya explained to the King to mean “BirthPlace.” Thus in consultation with the King they built the
city of Amarapur (Bungamati) where he placed the kalas
in a temple. They assigned priests and plentiful land for
the maintenance of the city and the temple.
They then made their journey to Lalitpattan (Lalitpur)
when they decided to institute a rath-jatra with an
image of the god. The image created from the earth from
Hmayapido mound (across Balaju) is believed to be the
chaitya of Swayambhu that was built from the same
mound. After this they took the image to Amarapur
(Bungamati) to worship it and then the spirit of the god
was transferred to the image.
CONTINUED IN NEXT PAGE

C U LT U R E & P E O P L E

Bandhudatta Acharya then
established all the rites of worship.
He stated that the image was
to be brought from Amarapur
(Bungamati) and to be placed facing
the northern hemisphere and kept
in Tirtha Bihar (Te Bahal.) The
image was to be bathed on the 1st
of Chait Badi and be kept in the sun
on the 8th. On the 12th and 13th the
das-karma was to be performed.
On 1st of Baisakh, Sudi was to be
placed on a rath and taken around
the city of Lalitpattan ( Laitpur) and
later be taken back to Amarapur
(Bungamati.)
Thus began the festival of
Karunamaya. Today known as
Rato Matsyendranath, the festival
is still conducted upon the very
set of instructions issued by
Bandhudatta Acharya. The rath
(chariot) is a marvel of architecture
symbolizing the elements of how
Aryavalokiteswara was brought
into the valley of Nepal. The four
wheels represent the four Bhairavas
that carried the kalas from Kotpal
(the mountains near Kotwal Dwar)
to the valley. The Gyo Si, or Dhoma
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(longinsh piece of wood protruding
outward) represents Karkotak Nag,
upon the back of which all obstacles
are overcome. On the forehead
of Karkotak Nag is a bronze face
of Hawo Grawo Bhairava who is
believed to ward away all obstacles
during the chariot festival. The
image of Karunamaya is placed
at the center of the chariot atop
which is a log of sal (pine) held by
traditional rope with a wooden
joint core. It is said to symbolize the
Shikhara temple of Karunamaya at
Bungamati. The pinnacle is topped
by a Ba: Mwo (circular base created
with traditional rope) atop of which
the Swayambhu yantra is placed.
Worshipped as the Lord of
compassion and rain, the chariot
festival of Karunamaya begins from
Baisakh Chaturthi and is dubbed
the longest chariot festival in Nepal.
Devotees flock in numbers to
worship and take part in the chariot
festival from all over Nepal. The
festival ends with the ceremonial
display of a Bhoto and the image
of Karunamaya is placed in a
palanquin and taken to Bungamati.

This is where Karunamaya resides
for the next six months after which
the image is brought to Patan and
placed in Te Bahal.
The love and compassion shown by
Karunamaya through the protection
of the valley and provision of
plentiful rain for the harvests is
returned by the people of the valley
through devout worship and prayer.
It is not just a festival for the gods
but also a medium of communal
gathering and celebration which has
helped built strong communal bonds
between communities of Patan.
In turns they pull the chariot of
Karunamaya through the passages
of the city of Patan, celebrating the
coming of the Lord and rejoicing
in the grace of Aryavalokiteswara
Karunamaya Padmapani.
(* The historical accounts mentioned
in this article have been gathered
through various chronicles of Nepali
history. Some of the dialogue are
fictional and have been created
according to prevailing perceptions
for story-telling.)

LET’S LAGOON!

Look beyond the world-famous buildings to experience the multitude of
experiences that Malaysia offers, with Himalaya Airlines.
TEXT BY SIRSA TULADHAR

Malaysia - Truly Asia... How many times have you heard
this tune on your television between your soaps and
reality shows? The Twin Towers is probably the first
thing that comes to mind when one says Malaysia. Look
beyond the Towers and you will discover a country
which offers sunshine, scenery, seaside, and much more
in equal measure.
Want to travel to this exotic destination? Book a flight to
Malaysia with Himalayan Airlines. Malaysia hosts a large
number of tourists around December to January which
is the perfect time to visit.
Malaysia has something for every kind of travel bug,
whether you are the relax-by-the-pool kind or the crazy
adventure junkie. There are numerous beaches for you
to unwind and let your work woes wash off. For the
adventurer in you a day in Sunway Lagoon is a treat.
Get ready to be whisked away in an amusement park
located merely 15 minutes from Kuala Lumpur city. You
can take a private car, train, the Sunway City Bus Rapid
Transit System, or the Free Shuttle Service, the choice is
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yours. Sunway Lagoon is
a fun package for anyone
from a grandfather to his
grandchildren.

THE AMUSEMENT
PARK AT SUNWAY
LAGOON

The Carousel and
the Fun World to the
more wilder rides like
a 360-degree rotating
pirate ship, a 428
meter long suspension
bridge, roller coaster,
and other adrenaline
rush rides await to fulfill
your adventure fix at
this whirlwind of an
amusement park.

Why Sunway Lagoon?
This lets you, your children
and your parents enjoy
a complete theme park
experience. There are
6 different parks with 6
different themes.
WATER PARK

A multitude of waterbased activities are lined
up for you. You can enjoy
the likes of the hair-raising
rides, let your kids be the
star of the interactive
water playground, 5D
movies, or relax and
rejuvenate at the artificial

ADVENTURE
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beach with a complete
beach experience of
surfing, body boarding,
and water volleyball, along
with scuba diving, all
within the Water Park.
WILDLIFE PARK

Besides the rides, you
can also get up close
and personal with 150
different species of wildlife
at the Wildlife Park. Far
from a normal walk
through a zoo, you will get
an interactive experience
learning about wildlife
and getting entertained by
animal stars.
EXTREME PARK

Let the thrill seeker in you
run free in the Extreme
Park. Think of an activity
to get your heart racing
and you will get it here
- bungee off a bridge,
hurtle through the air on a
slingshot with your friend
or race them on a Go Kart
- you can enjoy these and
more in this section of the
Lagoon. Take a breather
between these adventures
as you practice your target
with a paintball gun or a

bow and an arrow or chill
as you watch others do the
same on a pedal boat.
SCREAM PARK

Take your fearless friends
and enjoy their screams
as you walk through the
Scream Park. It is a onestop park for the haunted
ride lovers, where fear is
the name of the game. Stop
by this themed par for a
hair-raising experience at
their scariest best. Escape
the zombies, become a
ghostbuster, and scream
your lungs out as you

walk through the haunted
houses.
NICKELODEON LOST
LAGOON

Who doesn’t love
family entertainment?
Nickelodeon Lost Lagoon
is family entertainment
at it’s finest. There is so
much to do once you set
foot at this area of the
theme park. You are off on
adventures you thought
existed only in your
television sets. Let your
inner child loose along
with your children as you

walk through the familiar
paths and adventures of
your favorite Nickelodeon
characters.
Standing on a total of 88
acres of land, food and
rest are not far from the
theme park. Stay until the
doors close because you
can always crash onto the
soft beds available in the
Sunway Resort Hotel &
Spa, Sunway Clio Hotel or
Sunway Pyramid Hotel, or
any hotel to your liking
or budget.
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Find a way to exercise every day so that it can keep you thinking healthy by doing
activities that you like to do, that are fun for you and that doesn’t feel like exercising.
TEXT BY KUSHAL SHRESTHA, ILLUSTRATION BY SAHAJ TAMRAKAR

Some people love the gym. Maybe it’s the feel you get
lifting weights, the fancy equipment, the camaraderie,
or the motivation that comes from not wanting to be
the skinny guy in the group. But for some, going to the
gym can be intimidating if you are unfamiliar with the
weights, equipment or just don’t like spending time
trying to get fit in the presence of a bunch of other
sweaty, grunting fitness freaks. Getting a good workout
and exercise doesn’t mean you have to go to the gym.
Whether it doesn’t work financially or for other reasons,
there are several other ways to exercise besides the
typical gym setting. So you don’t have to get involved

RUNNING

with membership fees, animated instructors, and other
people’s sweat on the abs machine.
When you say “But I don’t like exercising” what you’re
really saying is “I don’t enjoy this particular type of
exercise that I have in mind”. If you don’t like cardio or
running on the treadmill, don’t do it. If you don’t like
aerobics, don’t do it. It’s as easy as that. The trick is to
find activities that you like to do, that are fun for you and
that doesn’t feel like a chore. You just need to find a way
to exercise every day so that it can keep you thinking
healthy which leads to other healthier decisions made
throughout the day and that is where the big win is.

Running burns a lot of
calories and whips your
leg muscles in shape.
The best part about
running is you can just
about do it anywhere.
Make sure you run first
thing in the morning
because if you leave it
until later, you will be too
tired to follow through
with it.
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CLEAN YOUR HOUSE

Regular housecleaning doesn’t count
but if you do more than you usually
do than it counts! For example,
empty out your cabinets and clean
them, clean your fridge, clean all the
rooms, and the list goes on and on.
As long as you’re moving constantly,
it’s considered exercise. A side bonus
of all of this is that your place will be
really clean!

HIKING

Hiking is a good exercise
and more importantly it’s
enjoyable, especially with
friends. You’ll get a good
workout, see some nice
scenery and get some good
Instagram worthy pictures.

CYCLING INSTEAD OF
DRIVING

This may sound overly
simple, but just keep your
car or motorcycle at home
and cycle to work or school
instead. You get from Point
A to Point B, save money on
petrol, get a good exercise,
and see some changes
to your physique without
doing anything else.

STOP MEETING FOR COFFEE

PLAY WITH YOUR KIDS AND/OR
PETS

Kids and dogs have unlimited energy.
Spending time with kids and pets is a lot
more fun than running on a treadmill.
You can play games with your kids.
Pretend to be a monster and chase them
around or just give them horse rides.
They’ll love it. You could take your dog
for a walk to get in some exercise. You’ll
improve your relationship with them and
at the same time improve your health.
Win-Win!

If somebody wants to meet up with
you for coffee, suggest something
active like hiking or going for a walk.
Better yet, invite them to play some
sports like football, basketball and
the like. They are perfect for meeting
new people, making friends, having
fun and burning some serious
calories.
Once you start being more active,
your body will thank you for it. You
don’t have to stick to one particular
activity. You could allocate one
activity for one day of the week.
Swimming on Monday, dancing on
Tuesday, playing with your kids and
pets on the weekends, and so on.
Just don’t think of it as exercise and
most importantly have fun!

SWIMMING

Swimming is an amazing
exercise because it doesn’t
tax your nervous system, it
burns a lot of calories and
its fun. Moreover, it’s a great
way to exercise if you’re
recovering from an injury
or have certain conditions
such as obesity or arthritis
that makes other forms of
exercise difficult and painful.

DANCING

If your idea of a fun exercise
is dancing than you’re in luck
because dancing burns about
the same amount of calories as
jogging. There are several forms
of dancing that uses up a lot of
energy: Zumba, hip-hop, salsa
and so on. The main thing to
remember is controlling your
movements and making each
movement deliberate including
plenty of bending, reaching,
twirling and hip moving to get
your whole body involved.

WALKING

Walks shouldn’t be limited to just
the morning walks you do. There’s
nothing wrong with walking during
the rest of the day. Walking with
someone might help because it’ll
be more like a conversation than
exercise.
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DHAKA
REFLECTING
NEPALI CULTURE
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TEXT BY AASHMA ARYAL

Craftsmen throughout centuries mainly from eastern
and western development regions have woven this
unique and pure cotton cloth known as Dhaka, a
traditional fabric which originates from the Terhathum
district of Nepal highly influenced by the Limbu people
of eastern Nepal.
The production of Dhaka still uses the conventional
method for production which is made by hand looming
and its traditional touch is present even in the modern
era. This modern day Dhaka has been utilized to create
everything from saris, shirts, shawls, bedsheets and
even handkerchiefs. It carries a certain elegance to
it incorporated with colorful and subtle designs and
has become one of Nepal’s most influential clothing
statement.
Dhaka style of clothing has become rather popular with
newer concepts of fabric design with a modern touch.
We find printed copy of Dhaka’s in the market, however
the original idea of an authentic Dhaka clothing is done
through hand weaving process. The weaver produces
only two meters of fabric in a day depending on the kind
of design they have to manipulate.
The weavers turn out an array of the geometrical designs
in a range of different colors. The traditional red and
green colors are used to make Topis to vibrant pinks and
purples likely found in women’s shawls and skirts.
What makes Dhaka interesting is the fact that no two
Dhaka patterns are the same. The traditional colors
of Dhaka cloths are white, orange, red or black but no
two shawls and topis are found to be identical. It has
its own unique set of patterns which depends on the
creativity of the weaver. Not only is its uniqueness a
special feature but it can date for hundreds of years and
many generations to come. Dhakas are sold as clothes,
accessories and household items.

The handlooms weaving was seen in Nepal as far as
two to four decades ago. With modern advancement,
innovative handlooms came in existence and authentic
weaving began around 1984/85 B.S. Shree Teen Chandra
Shumsher had sent Tulsi Meher to Varda, India at his
own expense in order to make Khadi. With his return
to Nepal, Meher established the Chandra Kamdhenu
Pracharak Mahaguthi to fulfill Chandra Shumsher’s
wishes on 1983 B.S.
Ganesh Man Maharjan, who had gained experience in
hand looming in India introduced one- handed loom
for weaving purpose in 2015 B.S. It became a milestone
in Palpa’s textile industry. With Maharjan’s visit to
Kathmandu for training, his observation of Shree Teen
Junga Bahadur Rana’s daughter, Dambar Kumari using
‘Chamua Dhaka’ led to it’s progression in 2019 B.S. She
lived in Banaras and she derived her cloth from a fine,
valuable textile called ‘Dhaka fabric.’ This fabric was
intensely woven in a place called Dhaka at the then
undivided State of Bengal.
This Dhaka was famously known as ‘Dambar Kumari
Dhaka’ and it was preferred by wealthy family classes
like that of Rana family. Maharjan thought that this
technique of weaving fabric can indeed be useful and
decided to formulate this idea. Then, Maharjan returned
to Dhaka and introduced the concept of ‘Palpali Dhaka.’
Although, he didn’t pioneer at the beginning, the year
2024 B.S brought good results and he overcame the

Dhaka is appropriate for every season because it is
purely cotton. It’s versatility keeps you hydrated and
fresh in the summer and in the winter it is bound to keep
you warm and cozy.
Nepali Dhaka carries artistic value in regards with hand
weaving through natural fibers in traditional patterns by
using wood and bamboo treadle looms.
The history of Dhaka dates back to when spinning wheel
and the weaving looms were used and the cloths were
woven from hand spun thread. Unlike the modern era,
due to the lack of power looms, everything was sewed by
hands. Designing clothes this way was indeed a special
skill and was considered valuable. Threads were dyed
with signature patterns achieved through hand weaving
which required exceptional skills and was a highly
tedious job as well.
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challenges of market problems, less production along
with inconvenient transportation. The patterned and
appealing ‘Palpali Dhaka’ was able to establish its
identity all over the country influencing the theme of
gifts and mementos in the form of shawls, caps and
blouses. It eventually expanded throughout the country
and fostered to develop a common bond of Nepali
identity with the people.
In today’s context, Jacquard looms are used for the
manufacturing of Dhaka and it has been boosting the
productivity at a rapid rate. Dhaka’s have stopped being
the product of only pure cotton but also has mixture
of synthesis such as polyester. This advancement and
growth of technology resulted in the establishment of
‘Print Dhaka.’ which imitated the look of original Dhaka
print but the difference however is significant and can
be obvious to everyone.
The vivacious Dhaka is found to be versatile and is used
to make oven mitts, potholders along with aprons which
are a bunch of cookware products. They are selling at a
rampant rate in the internal market along tourists who
have grown fond of this traditional clothing.
Dhaka typically represents Limbu cultural dress. Men
are found representing Dhaka by wearing Dhaka topi
and women are wearing Dhaka mekhli, sari and shawl
to promote it. The special art of making Dhaka is a legacy
taught from one generation to another with the growing
interest in today’s youth as well.
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Another important fact about Dhaka is that it is usually
made from a women’s group. They are helping support
and preserve the crafts of the country as well as are able
to support their family. Dhaka can be more than just a
piece of fabric; it’s a piece of culture, tradition as well
as history. It can give an impression of a truly cultured
Nepal, having its own unique and unaffected identity.
In no way has it been influenced by foreign fashion
and culture. Dhaka originated since the time when our
grandmothers and grandfathers appeared in black and
white pictures wearing a Dhaka ko cholo and khasto and
a Dhaka ko topi.
Times have changed and in today’s context, this fabric
has made its redefined appearance mainly at weddings.
Bridegrooms are seen to be dressed up in full Dhaka
attire, Daura Suruwal and Chatti (slippers) has been
quite the trend.
Nepalese people should take pride in their heritage and
identity, among which Dhaka is a pure symbol of being
a Nepali. Countless fashion trends have taken over the
world with new trends and brands but nothing shouts a
“True Nepalese” than a man wearing a Dhaka topi and a
woman in Dhaka attire.
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SOUVENIR

TOKEN FROM

THE HIMALAYA

Beyond the unique handcrafted Nepali products that have enchanted travelers for decades, souvenirs from Nepal
are broadening in scope and category. Traditional wood and stone exports are now being complimented by more
modern products that give international visitors a wide array of choices. We list some products that will make for
wonderful souvenirs for you back home.
TEXT BY SIRIS MAHARJAN

PAPER GOODS BY MANUSHI

An exemplery of beautifully handicrafted gifts that
portray your love and dedication, these colorful
handmade paper souvenirs are the ideal gifts or decors
that add a vibrant yet minimal touch to your space.

CUSHIONS BY ALCHI
KO PASAL

How fitting that Alchi ko
Pasal (The Lazy Shop)
brings you these cushions.
Locally made with
Nepalese material, the
cushions would make for
an interesting memento
to rest your head on and
reminisce your travels.
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SUCCULENT BY ALCHI KO PASAL

Pay a bit more attention to detail while decorating your
house or your office. With Succulent by Alchi ko Pasal,
you get a mix of art and flora, making your desk feel more
lively and managed.

CANDLES BY MAHAGUTHI

You wouldn’t think about candles as a typical souvenir,
but Mahaguthi makes colorful and elegant looking candles
that would be perfect for an ideal ‘Me’ time or for a
romantic venture with someone special.

WOODEN LION BY SANA
HASTAKALA

Believed to be the Guardian
of the Deities, this wooden
sculpture would be a perfect
mantle for your hallways, and
porches. Carved in the same
design as the lions seen
at the doors of temples,
it will add a touch of
elegance to your décor.
SINGING BOWL BY MAHAGUTHI

More than a decor, the singing bowl can also
be used as a method of healing. Perfect for
minimalisttic decor in your living space, the
singing bowl is a perfect token of
the himalaya.

GADGET COVERS BY MARINA

Quirky yet classy, the gadget covers by
Marina exude elegance. Available at The
Local Project Store Nepal, Jhamsikhel,
these functional and adorable covers can
add a hint of glamour while protecting
your tech treasures.
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YOUR TRAVEL
TECH NEEDS
TEXT BY SHREYASHKA VIKRAM RAJ MAHARJAN

You can never have too much tech, but when you are to travel one has a lot
of constraints in terms of one’s ability to carry. Handy and multi-functional
products make one’s life much easier.

OVER THE EAR HEADPHONES

Whether you want to immerse yourself
in music or want to shut off the chaos
of the world, a pair of headphones are a
life-saver. Bluetooth-enabled headphones
give you the wire-free experience but
depending on the power reserve of the
in-built battery you may have mixed
experiences. It is recommended
to carry an auxiliary cable as
it reduces the use of in-built
reserves.
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TRAVEL LUGGAGE

Finding a good luggage pack can
be quite difficult in Nepal . Either
they are too expensive or the quality
doesn’t inspire faith. Many don’t
even meet the standard guidelines
at airports. Having a strong luggage
pack is a must-have. Having them
waterproof and dustproof is an
added benefit.

POWERBANK

Powerbanks are a must-have because the battery juices of your smart devices will be
drained out at a certain point in time.
Having a good powerbank can be the differences between having your phone getting
switched off in the middle of the best scene in a mid- flight movie or missing out on
calling home when you land. Having a high powerbank gives you the flexibility to
charge not just your phone but also other gadgets.

UNIVERSAL ADAPTER

A universal adapter can be the
difference between having your
devices fully charged or finding a
way to charge your devices. The
most beneficial element about
the universal adapters at Remax
is that they come with an inbuilt
fuse, which means that your
devices are safe when it comes
to a power surge or a different
voltage.

TRI-POD SELFIE STICK

Traveling means pictures or in today’s context, and many selfies! Thus a
selfie stick is a must have accessory in your carry on and having it double as
a tri-pod is the cherry on top.
You can separate the controller from the stick and enjoy portable shutter
control. Setup the tripod, slide out the controller and you can snap selfies at
a distance. The Bluetooth Remote Control is easy to pair and operate, all you
need to do is pair to your phone and press the button to capture a shot.
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The Mystery,
Myths & Magic

ADVENTURE
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THE SURREAL SCAPE OF KANCHENJUNGA

The third highest mountain in the world, mount
Kanchenjunga lies in the eastern region of Nepal. Until
1852 AD, it was assumed to be the highest mountain
in the world based on the survey by the great
trigonometrical survey of india in 1849 AD.
The local Lhopo believe that treasures are hidden
under the mountain but shall only be revealed to the
devout when the world is in peril.
“The world is a book, and those who do not travel read
only a page.” - Saint Augustine
Photo Credit ©www.thegreathimalayatrail.org.
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A SUNSET BY FEWA

A gem of water without which describing a
trip to Pokhara is incomplete. Locally known as
Baidam Tal, it is located in the south of Pokhara
Valley. The lake is also famous for the reflection
of Mount Machhapuchhre and other mountain
peaks of the Annapurna and Dhaulagiri ranges
on its surface.
“We live in a wonderfu world that is full of
beauty, charm, and adventure. There is no end
to the adventures we can have if only we seek
them with our eyes open.” - Jawahar Lal Nehru
Photographed by Prabal Basnet
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Photographed by Dibesh Manandhar
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A PROCESSION TO REMEMBER

The Bisket Jatra is the biggest celebration of the
city of Bhaktapur. The weeklong festival marks the
ancient solar Nava Barsha (New Year) and is the only
festival that does not follow the lunar based Nepali
calendar. The jatra commences after a special Tantric
ritual in the Bhairab temple at Taumadhi Tole.
"Traveling leaves you spechless, then turns you into a
storyteller." - Ibn Battuta
Photographed by Shreyashka Vikram Raj Maharjan
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INTO THE WILDERNESS

Leave behind the stress of the urban jungle
and breath life back in the wilderness of
Sauraha. The park is home to 68 species of
mammals and 543 species of birds. If you're
lucky you may sight the “King of the Jungle”,
the Bengal Tiger.
“No one realizes how beautiful it is to travel
until he comes home and rests his head on
his old, familiar pillow.” - Lin Yutang
Photographed by Shreyashka Vikram Raj Maharjan
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THE MYSTERY, MYTHS & MAGIC OF SURREAL NEPAL
Imagine walking down the Newar town of Panauti on an early winter morning. As
the first ray of the sun pierce the cloud of cold, wintry fog you can hear a bell ringing in
a temple nearby. The chiya pasals where they sell a hot cup of tea and the traditional
breakfast of jeri swari or selroti-tarkari, and the vegetable vendors slowly open their
shutters, and people gather around the community squares with newspapers for a
morning chat. And now, remind yourself that this daily ritual has been going on for
decades, what you are witnessing now is probably what your grandparents would have
witnessed when they were at your age.
From majestic mountains covered with pristine
snow to lush green jungles, Nepal has been blessed with landscapes that take breaths away. Rivers and streams cut picturesque gorges between
hills and the sound of waterfall cascading down
would make you aware of your own heartbeat.
Besides the natural beauty, the country also offers diverse culture and ancient traditions that
are full of mystery, myths and magic. But what
exactly makes Nepal mystical? It is a question
that haunts many.
When you look into the history of Kathmandu
Valley, home to the capital city, everyone will
point out to the story when the valley was once
a lake and home to serpents. Then one day, a
Bodhisattva by the name of Manjushree came to
the valley and cut through a hill with his sword,
draining the water, thus making the land fertile
and habitable. Like the story, Kathmandu’s legends and tales are filled with mother goddesses,
demons, spirits and humans living side by side,
sometimes clashing with each other, that are till
date recounted through traditional storytelling
and dance forms. Similar stories are heard and
told in various valleys, towns and villages of the
country, making one wonder if there is a blurred
line between the natural and supernatural in this
region.
A week long trek to Gosaikunda from Dhunche
will leave you breathless literally, because of
the uphill walk around the edge. And if you’re
lucky, you will be able to spot the endangered
snow leopard cleverly camouflaged in the snow.
If you’re not so lucky as I, you will find yourself
caught in a snowstorm, stranded. But either
way, the moment you will reach the top, you will
probably shed tears, thanking the gods (if you’re
religious, otherwise universe) for the moment.
Whether you visit in Autumn, where you can
enjoy the clear blue lake shimmering in the sunlight, or during spring when the lake turns white
as a result of being frozen, the view will always

amaze you but it’s during the monsoon, the lake’s
surrounding turn truly magical as thousands of
pilgrims from India and Nepal visit the lake on
Janai Purnima. On the same day, you will also be
able to witness the initiation of shamans of the
Tamang community living in the area.
Traveling through Western Nepal, from Limi Valley to Dolpo, one gets the feeling of being in a different world, thanks to the topography and culture. Many areas in this region, especially Dolpo,
were a part of Tibetan civilization with people
practicing Bon Religion that is now Tibetan Buddhism. With two national parks - Shey Phoksundo and Rara - named after the lakes, this region
is the reflection of Shangri-la, heaven on earth. If
one goes south from the region, one reaches two
adjoining districts, Banke and Bardiya towards
the Indian border, both also home to their namesake National Parks. While enjoying Ghongi, a
delicacy of fresh-water snails eaten by the Tharu
Community, lucky visitors will be able to spot a
Royal Bengal Tiger in the jungle, out of the blue.
As the elephant grass is cut around February,
there is a high chance of coming face to face with
the king of the jungle in this region. In addition,
sunsets in the southern plains of the country are
of a different charm, with the horizon reaching
out to the mountains and the sky turning a deep
shade of pink. While I love the sunsets in the hills,
it’s the Terai ones that make my heart skip a beat.
Add to that the white mist covering the yellow
mustard fields around Chitwan during winter,
and you have magical moments carved out by
nature.
Whether it’s the culture or heritage or natural
landscape, Nepal provides ample opportunities
to experience beauty with a hint of mysticism.
From the rugged terrain to the fertile paddy field,
from the Tibetan Buddhist culture to Tantrik Hinduism, the country is a paradise for lovers of culture and nature. And maybe this combination is
what makes Nepal mystical.
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nfg/L zx/ sf7df8f}+
n]vs z]v/ v/]n

n]vs Pj+ k|fWofks cle ;'jb] Ln] …ˆnfg/sf]
8fo/LÚ lzif{sdf Ps ;+:d/0ffTds s[lt k|sflzt
u/]sf 5g .\ …ˆnfg/Ú g]kfnsf lglDt
gf}nf] zAb xf] . 8fo/L c+uh
]| L zAb eP klg
o;sf] g]kfnLs/0f eO;s]sf] 5 . b}lgsL
n]vg eGbf klg dflg;x¿ 8fo/L g} k|of]u ug{
?rfp5g\ . t/, …ˆnfg/Ú sf] cy{ af/] Psfw
dflg;x¿ dfq hfgsf/ x'g ;S5g\ . k|mfG;]nL
zAb …ˆnfg/Ú clxn] c+uh
]| Ldf klg
;/fj/L k|of]u x'G5 . k|mfG;]nLx¿n] rf]s, a'nef8{,
;8s / k|frLg :df/sx¿ rxfl//xg] cl:y/
dflg;x¿nfO{ ˆgfg/sf] ;+1f lbP .
sfnGt/df …ˆnfg/Ú zAb vf]hL;+u hf]l8Pkl5
l;h{gfsf] ;+efjgf vf]Hg] d'Qm dflg;x¿nfO{
ˆnfg/ elgg yflnof] . o;/L of] zAbn]
;flxlTos cf]h u|x0f ug{kU' of] .
x'g klg snf gu/L k]l/; ˆnfg/x¿sf lglDt
Ps cg'kd zx/ xf] . j]nfotL /fhwfgL n08g
x'bF } jx]/ ;fu/df ldl;g] y]D; gbLn] leqL
zx/nfO{ aflx/L n08gaf6 5'6o\ fp5 . t/,
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k]l/;sf] 5ftL eP/ axg] ;]g gbL ;x/s} wdgL
xf] . k]l/;sf d'Vo P]ltxfl;s …Nof08dfs{Ú, h:t}
n'e| ;+uf| xno, cfOkm]n 6fj/, gf]:6«8fd luhf{3/
cflb ;]g gbLsf lsgf/f cf;kf;df plePsf
5g\ . To;}n] k|mfG;]nL efiffdf Pp6f x/km
k|rlnt 5, …l/e Wjf, l/e uf];Ú cyf{t\ …bfofF
lsgf/f, jfofF lsgf/fÚ . tkfO{ cfkm" k'Ug rfx]sf]
…Nof08dfs{Ú bfofF jf jfofF kg]{ x]Ssf /fv]/ ;]g
gbL u8lt/} xflGgg';
' , ;xh} kUg'xg' 5
] .
otf xfd|f] /fhwfgL zx/ sf7df8f}d+ f
cg]sf}+ gbLx¿ axG5g\ . oxfF gbLx¿sf]
j]Un} wfld{s dxTj 5 . gbLx¿ d'Vo zx/ eGbf
klg ;LdfGt axG5g\ . c+uh
]| / k|mfG;]nLx¿n] em}+
xfdLn] gbLnfO{ zx/sf] lrgf/Ldf :yflkt
ub}{ ko{6sLo cfsif{0fsf] ?kdf pkof]u ug{
;s]sf 5}gf}+ . gbLsf cltl/Qm sf7df8f};
+ u+
ko{6ssf lglDt cg]sf}+ cfsif{0fx¿ 5g\ . Pp6f
/fhwfgL zx/sf] ?kdf sf7df8f}s
+ f] cfˆg}
ljz]iftf 5 . o;} jif{ -;g\ @)!(_ cd]l/sL
sDkgL l6«k P8\efOh/n] ljZje/sf 3'Dg} kg]{
kRrL; pTs[i6 zx/x¿sf] ;"rLdf sf7df8f}n
+ fO{
!(cf}+ gDj/df /fv]sf] 5 .

k'/fgf] jf leqL sf7df8f}+ hlt lx8\gsf nflu
cg'sn
" 5, Tolt g} u'8g\ sf nflu k|lts"n 5 .
zx/sf leqL af6fx¿ k|frLg jf dNnsfndf
/y u'8fpgsf nflu agfOP . zfx / /f0ffx¿n]
sf7df8f}s
+ f k|:t/ uNnLx¿df aUuL;Dd
u'8fP . t/, clxn] tL uNnLx¿df rf/kfË|] t
k/} hfcf];\ b'O{ kfË|;
] Dd u'8fpg xDd] k5{ . oL
af6f]x¿df u'8g\ x] ¿ eGbf lx8\gx] ¿ ;dodf
k'U5g\ . cem zx/sf leqL rf]s, 8jnL /
ljxf/x¿;Dd k'Ug v'§f gtGsfO w/} 5}g . o;
cy{df klg sf7df8f}+ Ps ˆnfg/L zx/ xf] .
;+;f/df zx/x¿ d'Votof b'O{ k|sf/n] a;]sf
b]lvG5g\ . u|fld0f j:tLx¿ hg3gTj / k"jf{wf/
sf] ljsf;;+u} ;doqmddf zx/df
ablnG5g\ . ztflAbof}s
+ f] ljsf;qmdsf sf/0f
Tof] zx/ Oltxf;, ;Dkbf / ;+:s[ltsf lx;fjn]
;d[Wb aG5 . o:tf zx/x¿ :jefljs, cyf{t\
…cu{o\ flgsÚ zx/ x'g\ . csf]{ y/L zx/sf] vfsf
of]hgfjWb ?kn] tof/ ul/G5, clg
a;fOG5 . tL zx/x¿ s'g} cfls{6S] 6 jf of]
hgfljb\sf 8«OË 6]jndf ag]sf x'G5g\ .
o:tf zx/x¿ ˆnfg/sf nflu k|lts"n

x'G5g\ . pbfx/0fsf nflu, ef/tsf] rl08u9,
kfls:tfgsf] /fhwfgL O:nfdfafb of]hgfjWb
¿kdf j;fOPsf zx/ x'g\ . :jefljs 5, oL
ˆnfg/L zx/x¿ xf]Ogg\ . s'g} s'g} zx/df t
j6'jf lx8\g] km'6kfy;Dd b]lvb}gg\ . gofF gofF
;+/rgf x'g] To:tf zx/x¿df leqL uNnL /
k|frLg :df/sx¿sf] ;+efjgf g} /x]g . t/,
O:nfdfjfb / rl08u9 ljkl/t nfxf]/ / lbNnL
cu{o\ flgs zx/x¿ x'g\ . oxfF ˆnfg/x¿n]
cfˆgf] :k]; e]6g ;S5g\ . o; pbfx/0fn]
sf7df8f}s
+ f] ˆnfg/L rl/q k|i6 kf5{ .
ztflAbof}b+ l] v sf7df8f}+ blIf0f Pl;ofsf] Pp6f
…qm;/f]8Ú sf] ?kdf /xb} cfPsf] 5 . a'Wbwd{sf
u'? Pj+ k|rf/sx¿ sf7df8f}+ x'b} ltAat, rLg
k'us
] f] Oltxf; 5 . k|mfG;]nL ljåfgx¿ l;NefF
n]eL, u':tfkm n af]+ b]lv j]nfotL cGj]ifs
kl;{en Nof08g;Ddn] sf7df8f}n
+ fO{ cfˆgf]
vf]hLsf] s]G› agfpb} 7]nL k':tsx¿ tof/
kf/]sf 5g\ . j]nfotL /]l;8]G6 a|fog x8;gn]
t sf7df8f}s
+ f] lj;b vf]hL cg';Gwfg g} u/] .
u}/ g]kfnLx¿ dfq geP/ sf7df8f}+ zx/ aflx/
sf g]kfnLx¿ ;d]t o; zx/sf] nfj0o b]v/]
df]lxt ePsf k|;Ëx¿ xfdL Oltxf;df k9\g
kfp5f}+ . rG›flu/Laf6 klxnf] kN6 sflGtk'/
b]Vbf ltld{/fPsf uf]vf{nL /fhf k[YjL
gf/fo0f zfxn] To;} If0fjf6 s'g} lbg sflGtk'/
sf /fhf x'g] ;kgf b]vs
] f lyP . ptf tgx'aF f6

k'/fgf] jf leqL sf7df8f}+ hlt
lx8\gsf nflu cg's"n 5, Tolt g}
u'8\gsf nflu k|lts"n 5 . ;x/sf
leqL af6fx¿ k|frLg jf dNnsfndf
/y u'8fpgsf nflu agfOP
sf7df8f}+ em/]sf cflbslj efg'eQmn] sflGtk'/
sf] nfj0ojf6 df]lxt x'b} o; zx/nfO{ OG›sf]
cnsfk'/L ;+u t'ngf u/]sf lyP .
t/, sf7df8f}d+ f vf]hLdf lg:sg]x¿sf] p2]Zo
k[YjL gf/fo0f jf efg'eQm eGbf ljNs'n leGg
5 . cWoog / k]zfut pGgogsf nflu
sf7df8f}+ em/]sf dWo] sltkosf lglDt
sf7df8f}+ vf]hL / /x:osf] zx/ alglbPsf] .
pgLx¿n] sf7df8f}d+ f l;h{gfsf cgGt ;+efjgf
km]nf kf/]. sf7df8f}s
+ f] Pp6f df}lns ljz]iftf

klg 5 h'g ljZjsf cGo /fhwfgL zx/x¿df
;fob} e]l6G5 . of] zx/ b]lvg / n'Sg vf]Hg]
b'as
} f lglDt cg'sn
" 5 . tkfO{ rfxg' x'Gg eg]
jiff}+{ jf bzsf}+ sf]xL s;}nfO{ ge]6L/xg ;Sg'
x'G5 . /, olb rfxg' x'G5 eg] 306fe/ leq}
zx/sf] Ps s'gfjf6 csf]{ s'gf ;Dd ofqf
ug{ ;Sg' x'G5 . o:tf zx/x¿ ;+;f/df lj/n}
kfOG5g\ . zfob ˆnfg/x¿nfO{ klg sf7df8f}s
+ f]
of] ljz]iftfn] cfslif{t u/]sfn] sf7df8f}+ ˆnfg/L
zx/ ePsf] x'gk' 5{ .
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:jf:y

PSo"k|];/sf] snf
n]vs >Jo l;+x sfsL{

rLgn] Ps xhf/ jif{ eGbf a9L
;dob]lv PSo"k|];/ k|of]u ub}{ cfPsf]
5 . o;n] cf/fd / sNof0f a9fpg] /
/f]usf] pkrf/ ug{ cfZro{hgs sfd
u/]sf] 5 . PSo"k|];/ hLjg pmhf{sf]
k|frLg cjwf/0ffdf cfwfl/t 5, h'g
dfgj z/L/df d]l/l8oG;sf] dfWodn]
km}nG5 . PSo"k|];/ lrlsT;sx¿n]
d]l/l8oG;sf lglZrt laGb'x¿df
cj/f]wx¿ x6fpg zf/Ll/s bafa lbG5 .

xfd|f] z/L/df, lrlsT;sx¿n] ljZjf;
u5{g\ ls afx| k|d'v d]l/l8ogx¿ h;n]
z/L/sf cËx¿ hf]8\b5g\ . oL d]l/l8og
cg'xf/af6 z'¿ x'G5 / dl:tis;Fu
hf]8\5 . ha s'g} Ps ljz]if d]l/l8og
Ans x'G5 jf Ps 7fpaf6 csf]{ 7fpFdf
;5{, s]lx k|sf/sf] zf/Ll/s c;xhtf
dx;'; ug{ ;Sb5 . PSo"k|];/n] o:tf]
zf/Ll/s c;xhtfnfO{ lgsf] kfg{
;Sb5 .

zL6\;' PSo"k|];/ g]kfnaf6 lrlsT;s
a:g]tn] o'u k'/fgf] lrlsT;f k|ljlwdf
s]xL hfgsf/L lbg'ePsf] 5 . pxfFn]
atfpg'x'G5, æPSo"k|];/ Bacteria jf
Virus af6 nfUg] /f]ux¿sf] pkrf/
ug]{ ljlw xf]Og . z/L/sf s]xL If]qx¿
x'g;S5 hxfF Psbd w]/} kL8f dx;';
x'g;S5 . o;sf] sf/0f z/L/sf] o;
efudf t+lqsf 7Ls;Fu cnfPg ePsf]
x'b}g jf cfˆgf] 7fpFaf6 ;/]sf]
x'g;S5 . PSo"k|];/df xfdLn] lglZrt
7fpFdf jf lglZrt kf]OG6 h'g b'v]sf]
If]q ;+u ;DalGwt 5, bafj lbg
cfjZos 5 . lg/Gt/ ¿kdf oL
kf]OG6x¿df lyr]/ xfdLn] ljR5]lbt
t+qx¿ pgLx¿sf] df}lns cj:yfdf
kmsf{pg ;S5f} .
æPSo"k|];/df ;+nUg lrlsT;sn] la:tf/}
z/L/sf] ljleGg If]qx¿nfO{ lyr]/
7Ls;Fu cnfPg gePsf] jf cfˆgf]
7fpFaf6 ;/]sf] t+lqsf km]nf kf5{g\ .
To;kl5 dfq la:tf/} z/L/df ljleGg
Pressure Point x¿ lyR5g\ .
lrlsT;s a:g]tn] yk o;f] eGg'x'G5,
æzf/Ll/s c;'ljwf hf] cf}iflwaf6
5'6\g ;lsb}g PSo"k|];/åf/f lgsf] x'G5
. t/ lg:;Gb]x, oL zf/Ll/s c;'ljwf
o:tf] s'/f xf]Og h'g t'?Gt} lgsf] kfg{
;lsG5; of] ;do nfU5, /
/f]uL lgoldt x'g' k5{ . ;fwf/0f
u|fxsx¿ ;fdfGotof Ps xKtfdf Ps
b]lv b]w 306f ;dosf] nflu cfpFb5g\ .
æhals s]lx kf/+kl/s lrlsT;sx?nfO{
ljZjf; gx'g ;S5 ls o:tf] d]l/l8oG;
dfgj z/L/df df}h"b 5, t/ w]/}
dfG5]nfO ljZjf; 5 sL of] z/L/df
;+t'ng sf] sfod ug]{ /fd|f] t/Lsf xf] .
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Sandy Beaches
PERFECT SUNSETS

Catching the view of a beautiful sunset at the end of the day can be truly magical. If you happen to catch the
sunset while relaxing in beachwear sprawled on sandy shores, you quickly become the envy of friends and
family that wish they were there. From the luxe to the budget-friendly, there are plenty of travel options today
that can take you to an isolated stretch of sand or a family-friendly resort.
TEXT BY AASHMA ARYAL
Photo credit: Sba2, Wikipedia

THE CORNICHE BEACH,
ABU DHABI

The Corniche Beach, one of the best beaches
of Abu Dhabi for cycling is a beautiful beach
which gives beautiful sight of sundown and
sunrise. It is immaculate with safe swimming
conditions due to it’s Blue Flag Status and
being a public beach the entry is free as well.
Just make sure you arrive early to rent the
sun loungers and parasols. What people are
most fond of here is watching and enjoying
the views of the city’s sweeping coastline.
Where to stay: You can stay at the Radisson
Blu Hotel & Resort that provides a relaxing
ambience in the hotel halls and in rooms.
Located at the heart of the city and perfect
place for bikers, joggers and tourists, the
‘Jazz Bar’ also creates a lovely atmosphere
with jazz music . The hotel is famous for their
seafood and the seafood platter which is a
well selected and a brilliant dish with lobster
cooked to excellence. But the chocolate
dessert is the main show stopper, created
cleverly and creatively, shouting perfection
in taste.

MATIRA BEACH, BORA BORA,
FRENCH POLYNESIA

Matira is one of the most famous of
beaches of Tahiti. The beach is a mile-long

stretch of silky, powder-white sand slopes
which steeps gently into a shallow emerald
lagoon. The lagoon is backed by a thick
curtain of palms and tropical foliage. It is also
the only public-access beaches in Bora Bora.
You won’t need to pay five-star resort prices
to enjoy its magnificent beauty.
Where to stay: The Readers’ Choice Awards
survey considers ‘The Conrad Bora Bora Nui’
as the highest ranking resort. Polynesian
culture is highlighted in the greetings
and traditional tattoos of the local staff. A
traditional touch has been given to the food
and even the names of hotel landmarks have
a special Polynesian hint. The Hina spa is
named after the moon goddess. The famous
Tamure grill pays homage to the hip-shaking
local dance moves.
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SUNSET BEACH,
OAHU, HAWAII

This sunset beach in Hawaii is
one of the world’s best places to
watch big wave surfing in winter.
It also makes an excellent spot
for snorkeling during summer
as the lake becomes calmer
during this season. As the name
suggets, the sunsets really seal
the deal for visitors.
Where to stay: People usually
prefer staying at the Turtle Bay
Resort. It is closest to the beach,
one of few along the north shore.
It has been ranked the thirdbest resort in Hawaii according
to their annual Readers’ Choice
Awards survey.

JUMEIRAH BEACH,
DUBAI

Jumeirah is a beautiful white
sand beach which is located
and named after the Jumeirah
district of Dubai which lies on
the east coast of the Persian
Gulf. Jumeirah provides a family
friendly environment with water
sports , banana boating, camel
rides and much more.

BALI

Bali is a province which is an

island in Indonesia. It is popular
for the Uluwatu coastline which
is best known for breathtaking
sunsets. On a good day, you can
see colors explode like fireworks
stretch for miles across the sky
and it looks like the sky is lit on
fire. You can also experience
sensational sunsets from the top
of Mount Batur.
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21 YEARS OF LOCAL NEPALESE HOSPITALITY

98 ROOMS

RENOVATED & UPGRADED

3 DINING VENUES

LOCATED IN THE CENTER OF KATHMANDU

4 SPACES TO MEET & GATHER

977- 1- 4424190, 4424191

Lal Durbar, Kamaladi, Kathmandu, Nepal

eventsales@royalsingi.com

Royal Singi Hotel

sales@royalsingi.com

www.royalsingi.com

royal_singi_hotel

REFRESHMENT REGULAR

TRAVEL
LEISURE

TRAVEL TRIVIA
Question no. 1
Among the given Stupa’s which one is the oldest?
A. Swayambhu
B. Ashoka Stupa

C. Bouddhanath
D. Mahabouddha

Question no. 2
How many national parks does Nepal have ?
A. 2
B. 15

C. 7
D. 10

Question no. 3
Among the 10 highest peaks in the world how
many are in Nepal ?

Travel Facts

•
•
•
•
•

A. 4
B. 8

Russia is bigger than Pluto.
Finland has almost 180,000 islands.
More than any other country on earth.
Every penny thrown into Rome’s Trevi
Fountain is collected every day and
donated to a number of charities.
The whole of China operates on Beijing
time, even though the country covers
five time zones.
The city of Monaco is smaller in size
than Central Park in New York City.

C. 16
D. 22

Question no. 4
Ultra runner Mira Rai won which series ?
A. International Ultra
Running Series

C. Mont Blanc Skyrunner
World Series

B. Olympics

D. Asia Ultra
Running Series

Question no. 5
Which among the following bird is only
found in Nepal ?
A. Peregrine Falcon
B. Hornbill

C. Spiny Babbler
D. Griffon Vulture
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Experience hospitality
at its best.

Reception

Restaurant

Seminar

We invite you to experience our hotel in the heart of Kathmandu with superior accommodation,
an amazing foods, and class apart conference function facilities. Enjoy our outstanding facilities which can
cater more than 100 people with ease, offering superb dining options at our restaurant.

The Amadablam Hotel, Gaushala, Kathmandu, Nepal Tel: 977-1-4113712, 4113713
DANFE 55
Email: reservations@amadablamhotel.com, Website: www.amadablamhotel.com

REFRESHMENT REGULAR

HOROSCOPE
TRAITS
ARIES

TAURUS: THE BULL
April 20th-May 20th
Element: Earth
Ruling Planet: Venus

May 21st- June 20th
Element: Air
Ruling Planet: Mercury

Aries are passionate and courageous
but also impatient and aggressive. They
are usually bold and ambitious and take
challenges head-on without hesitation.

“The Bull” is said to be stubborn and
possessive but draw their strength through
reliability and devotion. The element of Earth
allows them to see life through a realistic
perspective and also be grounded.

With curiosity and affection being a
Gemini’s fortes, sometimes they tend to
be nervous, indecisive and inconsistent.
They are communicative and social
and are ready to have fun! They wish
to learn everything about the world
that they possibly can. As their sign
indicates, they are always on the quest
to find the other part of their life and
are constantly on the search for new
encounters in life.

March 21st-April 19th
Element: Fire
Ruling Planet: Mars

As their ruling planet is Mars the
element of fire is most active with this
Zodiac. Aries have youthful energy no
matter what age they are; their passion
for life is more than the other Zodiacs.
With the element of fire Aries are
very passionate when it comes to
love, showering their loved ones with
affection to a point where it may seem
overboard. Aries are adventurous and
their youthfulness always keeps them
excited in relationships.

CANCER

Their stubbornness, which is seen as a weak
attribute, can at times be their strength as
they are devoted to only action for a long
time. It makes them the best employers,
partners and long term friends. Ruled
by Venus, also known as the planet of
love, Tauruses have an affinity for beauty,
attraction, satisfaction and gratitude.
When it comes to love, their partners need
to be very patient. Once a Taurus chooses
to commit they break out of their shell and
become playful, and at times needy.

LEO

GEMINI

They are flirtatious and have the ability
to nab different types of lovers until
they find their better half. The biggest
challenge in terms of a relationship
with a Gemini is finding a strong
emotional bond with the other person.

VIRGO

June 21st - July 22nd
Element: Water
Ruling Planet: Moon

July 23rd- August 22nd
Element: Fire
Ruling Planet: Sun

August 22nd- September 22nd
Element: Earth
Ruling Planet: Mercury

Cancers are imaginative, loyal and also
sympathetic. However, they are moody
and having a knack for manipulation.
They are extremely emotional and
also sensitive, well-connected to their
roots, and always choose to have a
connection with their home. They have
deep ties with their families and are
attached to their close friends. As a
water sign, they tend to have a difficult
time blending in with the world around
them.

Although Leos are creative and warmhearted their weaknesses include being
arrogant and self-centered. Leos are
natural born leaders. Represented by the
lion they are delighted to embrace their
stature. They love to bask in the spotlight
and also to celebrate themselves. Their
confidence and creativity allows them to
succeed in their field of choosing. Even
though Leos are generous and loyal
there is always a side of them which is
self-aware.

Known to be loyal and hardworking,
Virgos become worryful and critical
of one another. They are considered
to be the most careful of all Zodiacs.
Virgos don’t go throughout life without
planning the most of it as much as
possible. They are often misunderstood
for being incapable of accepting one’s
feelings. Virgos can have well developed
sense of speech and writing as an
influence of their ruling planet Mercury.

They seek a partner with whom they
can communicate through silent
contact.

In love, their generosity and passion
extends to their partners.
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In love, Virgos rarely provide a direct
statement of their love and choose to
show their love through intimacy.

Have you ever wished you could know more about the person on the other end,
without asking their entire history. All you need to know is their date of birth and you
may can unlock the secrets of their traits.

LIBRA

SCORPIO

SAGITTARIUS

September 23rd-October 22nd
Element: Air
Ruler: Venus

October 23rd - November 21st
Element: Water
Ruling Planet: Pluto

November 21st- December 22nd
Element: Fire
Ruling Planet: Jupiter

Librans are cooperative and fairminded, they are indecisive and choose
to avoid confrontation. Libras are
creatures of balance; they choose to
avoid conflict and are always in favor of
peace. Libras are in constant search for
knowledge and their lives need to be
enriched with music and art.

Scorpio’s are brave and resourceful. On
the other hand are jealous and secretive.
They are passionate, assertive and brave
as they approach life with tenacity and
a fierce mindset. They choose to value
honesty and will always keep your
secrets. They are also known for their
calm demeanor and have a mysterious
aura.

Idealistic and equipped with a great
sense of humor, Sagittarius’ have
two weal spots - they are impatient
and unfiltered. Sagittarius are born
extroverts, enthusiastic, and dynamic.
They view freedom as an utmost priority
as they wish to travel and explore the
world. Their impatience can throw
many off, especially when it comes
to something they desire. The gift of
expression in a respected manner is
something they have to acquire in life.

When it comes to love, they wish to
find balance and harmony with their
partners. They search for a deep and
meaningful connection. They are also
traditional as in opting for the marriage
route as they want a partner for life.

:CAPRICORN

They are the most sensual sign among all
due to their passionate nature and how
they value intimacy. They are very careful
and winning their trust isn’t that easy.
Thus, patience is a virtue one must have
to gain trust of a Scorpio.

AQUARIUS

In love, they seek an adventurous
partner especially with a playful nature.
People born under this sign love to be
diverse, which entails that they resonate
with a wide spectrum of individuals.

PISCES

December 21st- January 19th
Element: Earth
Ruling Planet: Saturn

January 20th- February 18th
Element: Air
Ruling Planet: Uranus

February 19th - March 20th
Element: Water
Ruling Planet: Neptune

Capricorns are responsible, disciplined
and masters of self-control. Their
drawbacks: being a know-it-all and being
unforgiving. Individuals born under this
sign, have a sense of inner independence
which allows them to move ahead in life
pursuing their professional and personal
goals. Capricorns are experts at making
plans and going through with them.

Aquarius’s are progressive, independent
and original. They seem to lack the ability
of emotional expression. They are deep
thinkers who love to help others. They are
comfortable being in a large audience.
They can seem aloof, as they are seeking
to establish trust so that they may
express their thoughts and emotions in a
healthy manner.

Pisces are compassionate and intuitive.
They are weak when it comes having a
desire to escape reality and self-pity. They
have a friendly nature and can be found
in the company of various people. They
love to give back in any way they can and
love to help others. They are caring and
faithful. They share a connection with
music and various forms of art. They are
also known to be true romantics.

When it comes to love, their partners
have to go through a great ordeal to
break down the walls of a Capricorn, but
if one perseveres they enjoy a lifetime
of commitment. Emotions don’t come
easy to this sign but once they choose
to open up, they and their partners shall
experience an everlasting growth.

In love, to seek a long term relationship
they must value integrity and honesty.
They see their other half as equals and
give them enough space to exercise their
independence.

In terms of love, Pisces are passionate
beings who wish the deepest of
connection with their partners. They are
loyal and very caring when it comes to
relationships.
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HIMAL AYA AIRLINES NEWS
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H9 EMERGENCY

EMERGENCY CONTACTS

FOR H9 DESTINATIONS
QATAR
DOHA
Police: 999
Ambulance: 999
Fire: 999
Airport Taxi: +97-4458-8888
Customs: +97-4444-57457
Tourist Information
Headquarter:
+97-4401-06666
Hospital: +97-4401-09222
Embassy of Nepal:
+97-444-675681
+97-4446-75680
Tourist Police Hotline:
+97-4401-09666

NEPAL
KATHMANDU
Police: 100
Ambulance: +977-1-4228094
Fire: 101
Customs: +977-1-4470382
Tourist Information
Headquarter:+ 977-1-4247041
Tourist Police Hotline: 1144

UAE
DUBAI

UAE
ABU DHABI

Police: 999
Ambulance: 999
Fire: 997
Airport Taxi:
800-9090
Customs: 800-80080
Tourist Information
Headquarter:
600-555559
Hospital: +971-4219-5000
Embassy of Nepal:
+971-2634-4767
Tourist Police Hotline:
800-4888

Police: 999
Ambulance: 999
Fire: 997
Airport Taxi:
600-535353
Customs:
800-555
Tourist Information
Headquarter:
800-555
Hospital: 800 555666
Embassy of Nepal:
+971-2634-4385
Tourist Police Hotline:
800-3333

MALAYSIA
KUALA LUMPUR
Police: 999
Ambulance: 999
Fire: 999
Airport Taxi: +6011-1889-8893
Customs: +03-8787-2312
Tourist Information
Headquarter: 03-2693-5188
Hospital: +6038-9475-555
Embassy of Nepal:
03-2020-1899
Tourist Police Hotline:
03-2149-6590

SAUDI
ARABIA
DAMMAM
Police: 999
Ambulance: 997
Fire: 998
Airport Taxi: 92-001-0068
Customs: 13-883-7111
Tourist Information
Headquarter: 19988
Hospital: 911
Embassy of Nepal:
+966-11-4611108
+966-11-4645170
Tourist Police Hotline: 112
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SAFETY INFORMATION

SAFETY AND SERVICE
INFORMATION
SPECIAL ASSISTANCE

In order to better serve you, we
request that you contact and advise
us of your specific needs(listed below)
at the time of booking and at least 24
hours prior to your flight.

CABIN LUGGAGE

Passenger/s may carry one item of cabin
luggage to place in a closed overhead bin.
Cabin luggage shouldn’t exceed 7kgs. The
overall dimension of such baggage should not
exceed 55 x 35 x 25 cm or 21.7 x 13.8 x 9.9 inches.
Cabin luggage exceeding the 7kgs weight limit
is required to be checked in before boarding.

LIFE VEST

Passenger/s are not allowed to remove
the life vest from the aircraft. It is best
the passenger/s know the location of
them incase of an emergency. Please
do know the proper method of inflating
the vest.

UNACCOMPANIED MINORS

It can be quite daunting for a child
traveling alone, both to the child and
the loved ones. We take all the extra
measures to take special care of your
child right through till your child is
reunited with loved ones. You just have
to pre-inform us if your 5-12 years child
is travelling alone.

ENTERTAINMENT

Movies and music are available on all
flights. Currently we are streaming
popular shows such as Dhurmus ko Love
Story, Mundre Sanga Traffic and Just
for Laugh Gags. Movies available in our
flight entertainment are Ice Age: Collision
Course and Wada Number 6.

FOOD AND BEVERAGE

We provide vegetarian and nonvegetarian meals. Alcoholic drinks will not
be served to the passenger. Consumption
of personal alcoholic drink is prohibited.
Flight crew reserves the right to either
deboard or take necessary actions against
the passenger/s who appear intoxicated
while boarding or self-consume alcohol
during the flight.

MEDICAL AND SPECIAL
NEEDS

Attendants and medical attention shall
be given to people with special needs
such as passengers with Reduced
Mobility, Sensory Impairments or any
other physical challenges.

PREGNANT PASSENGER

NO SMOKING POLICY

Smoking including the use of Electronic
Cigarette is prohibited on all flights.Flight
crew reserves the right to take necessary
actions if passenger/s are found smoking
during the flight.
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ZERO TOLERANCE OF ABUSE

We value courteousness. Any form of
threat, verbal abuse or violence towards
our staff will be taken seriously. Action will
be taken as per the prevailing authorities.
We are committed to support anyone
who has been the victim of an assault.

Expectant mothers are normally not
regarded as incapacitated. However
certain restrictions apply: No medical
certificate or letter is required up
to the end of 28th week. When the
pregnancy has entered the 29th week,
a medical certificate or letter issued by
doctor should be held.

TRAVELER INFORMATION

From Magical
Mountains to Scenic
Hills and Wetlands
of Terai
PROVINCE 1

Nepal is famous not only for its diverse
culture and rich natural heritage, but it
also has diverse geographical regions,
which makes it a must-visit place once
in a lifetime.
The newly-carved out Province 1 under
the federal system is one of the seven
provinces in the country. It has 12
districts spread from Mount Everest,
the highest mountain in the world, to
one of the greenest districts in Ilam and
downward to Koshi Tappu, the serene
wetland known for its wildlife reserve.
Beside these natural wonders, this
province has people from different
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ethnicity, making it an amalgamation
of diverse culture and heritage.

MAJOR ATTRACTIONS:
MT. EVEREST

Mount Everest or Sagarmatha in Nepali
is also known as the ‘Roof of the world’
being the highest mountain in the
world at 8,848 meters (29,029 feet)
above sea level. It is a dream for the
mountaineers from all over the world to
reach atop Everest. However, for those
who love adventures, they can trek to
the Everest Base Camp at 5,380 meters
(17,600 feet) and experience the life
in the high mountain range and rare
biodiversity in the Sagarmatha National
Park. Besides The adventure seekers

are mesmerized by the magnificent
view of this highest Himalayan range
and feel that the trip is worth every
penny. But it takes 9 days to reach the
Everest base camp from Lukla making
it a life time experience. Best time to
travel is pre-monsoon (February to
-May) and Autumn (late September to
December)
HOW TO REACH
There are direct flights from
Kathmandu to Lukla. It is a 9-day trek to
the Everest Base camp from Lukla and
takes around 5 days to return to Lukla.
The travel to this region is possible only
through the travel operators, as you

also need to take permission from the
Nepal government.

PATHIBHARA TEMPLE

Pathibhara Devi Temple or
Mukkumlung is one of the most
popular pilgrimage sites in Nepal,
located in Taplejung at 3,794 meters.
It is also considered one of the holy
places for Rais and Limbus. The trek to
Pathibhara Devi is exhilarating and is a
unique experience due to the pristine
natural beauty combined with rich
cultural heritage. Best time to travel is
autumn (September to November) and
spring (March to May).
HOW TO REACH
There are direct flights to Taplejung
(Suketar) from Kathmandu and
Biratnagar. It is a 8-9 hours trek
to the Pathibhara temple. There
is also a direct public bus service
from Kathmandu and Biratnagar to
Taplejung.

MAKALU BARUN

Makalu is considered one of the
toughest 8,000m peaks to climb and
the camping trail to Makalu Base Camp
from the south is considered one of
the tougher routes in Nepal. Makalu
Barun region boasts of 3,000 species of
flower plants, 440 species of birds and
75 species of mammals. The trek to the
Great Himalaya Trail, which crisscrosses
from the east to the west Nepal,

begins from this region. It is, however,
recommended for the experienced
trekkers only. The Makalu Barun
National Park offers some of the most
spectacular sceneries in the Himalayas.
You also need to get a government
permit to visit this region. The best time
to travel is autumn and spring.
HOW TO REACH
There are direct flights from
Kathmandu to Tumlingtar. From there,
it is a 9-day trek to the Makalu Base
Camp.

HALESI MAHADEV

Halesi Mahadev Cave lies in Khotang
district of this Province and is one of
the popular pilgrimage sites. Halesi
Mahadev is a two feet tall Shiva
Linga situated inside the cave and
is worshipped by both Hindus and
Buddhists. One can travel throughout
the year but devotees throng this place
during the Shivaratri festival in March.
HOW TO REACH
There are public vehicles from
Kathmandu to Halesi or you can hire
private vehicles. It takes about 8 hours
to reach Halesi.

ILAM

Ilam is a small hilly district in Province
1 that has pristine landscape of sloped
tea gardens and lush green forests.
Strolling in the tea gardens that carpet

the surrounding hills in refreshing
mountain air followed by hot tea made
from the tea leaves plucked from the
garden helps one rejuvenate and relax.
The best season to travel is autumn and
spring.
HOW TO REACH
There are direct flights Kathmandu to
Biratnagar and Bhadrapur. It takes 5
hours of drive from Biratnagar while its
much shorter from Bhadrapur.

KOSHI TAPPU WILDLIFE
RESERVE

The Koshi Tappu Wildlife Reserve is
a home to rare species of birds and
globally threatened population of wild
water buffalo (Arna), the Gangetic
dolphin, and endemic fish species.
Other globally threatened fauna like
Nilgai, smooth-coated otter, and redcrowned roof turtle are also found in
this reserve. It safeguards the pristine
riparian wetlands, grasslands, forests,
marshes and swamps, lakes and ponds,
and excavated ponds. The best time to
travel is October to May.
HOW TO REACH
There are direct flights from
Kathmandu to Biratanagar. It takes one
and half hours’ drive in a taxi or a public
vehicle to the Koshi Tappu Wildlife
Reserve.
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I N F L I G H T H E A LT H & T I P S

KEEP YOURSELF
OCCUPIED
INFLIGHT
Being on a long haul flight is extremely
stressful, the limitation of space and
lack of activities one can do inside an
airplane can make one feel like time
hasn’t even taken a step. Not everyone
can fall asleep on a flight and the
restlessness, lack of activities just adds
to one’s anxiety.

SO, HOW DOES ONE KEEP
THEMSELVES OCCUPIED IN A
FLIGHT?
BRING A CHARGED ELECTRONIC
GAME.
No, I’m not taking about your smart
phone loaded with games. Portable
gaming devices such as a PSP, Game
boy, Nintendo DS can be a great way
to pass time when it comes to long
haul flights. Having a different device
for games, saves power on your smart
phones which you will need to make
your calls after you land.

BRING A BOOK OR READ THE INFLIGHT MAGAZINE

A method trailed and tested, a really
good book and a great imagination
can take away your boredom. Printed
book is best because they don’t require
charging, and are a perfect companion.
If you prefer a Kindle or any other
portable reading device, then please
do make sure they are fully charged
and have enough content to keep you
satisfied.

LISTEN TO MUSIC

Listening to music will keep you
entertained on the flight. Just charge
your iPod or portable electronic music,
let your imagination take a toll and
you won’t even realize time passing by.
You can plan ahead and download the
songs that you have been wanting to
listen from a very long time. You could
also close your eyes and pretend that

you’re on the stage and everyone is
calling out your name. Just make sure
you don’t sing out loud, if you have a
bad voice.

PACK A CAMERA

Photography is a great escape, you
can pack a camera and take beautiful
images of the skyline and the cities
or ask someone to take pictures of
you with the beautiful view of the sky.
And if you are the type to keep your
Instagram feed updated, you can utilize
a great deal of your time editing those
pictures to match your feed, keeping
in store some good pictures for you to
upload after the flight.

WRITE

The silence and the distance of a trip
can create an opportunity for you to
be creative. If you are someone who
keeps a journal or simply loves writing,
keeping memories of your trip in a
piece of paper would be a great way
for you to reminiscence your trip after
you get home. Simply write about your
experience on the plane, if you find
some nosy people, write about them
too, you would always have a funny
story to tell, write about the people you
met and talk about their stories. A pen,
paper and imagination is a source of
eternal entertainment.

LEARN A NEW LANGUAGE

WATCH THE
ENTERTAINMENT SYSTEM

TALK TO THE PERSON
BESIDE YOU

If your plane provides an entertainment
system, listening to some music or
simply watching a good movie would
pass a good deal of your time without
you even realizing it. These days, the
entertainment systems in planes
provide ample options of the latest
movies which are bound to match your
taste. Select a movie or start watching a
new TV seriws and the trip would pass
in a blink of an eye.

While everyone might not be too
keen on chatting, try and initiate
conversations with the people beside
or the flight-attendants.
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INFLIGHT EXERCISE

Long haul flights can be quite
tiresome, despite the level of
comfort that is assured to the
passengers. Nobody likes to
remain seated in one spot for
a long duration of time. Thus,
we recommend you to practice
these simple inflight exercises
such as Neck Roll, Wrist Rotation,
Ankle Circles, Arm Stretches, and
Shoulder Rolls.
These exercises will help relieve
some of the discomfort and keep
you fresh and healthy throughout
the flight.

Before your trip, download apps that
translates languages. Taking the time
to learn the language of the place you
are about to visit will definitely work in
your favor and you are more likely to
learn more and enjoy more of your trip
if you learn some common phrases.

While everyone might not be too
keen on chatting, try and initiate
conversations with the people beside or
the flight-attendants. It can be a great
way to get some tips about the place
you are about to travel. You may also
find people with mutually rewarding
interests and it can be an amazing
experience to learn about new people,
their culture and their values. If you are
traveling alone, it would be a great way
to make some new companions as well.

PLAN YOUR NEXT TRIP

If you are bored, simply look for places
that would suit your interest. Watch
travel vlogs, google hidden and
undiscovered places that intrigue you.
Learn about the places, the expenses,
the culture and you never know if you
could be already packing for your next
trip before the end of your current trip.
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